
Posting on Facebook VS posting on PHSclassof71.com Classmate Forums 

 

Find a Roommate Forum 
 Need a roommate? Start a new Topic using your name, the dates, name of hotel 

and any other details - non-smoking or gender for example. 
 If you see someone else's post for roommate, click it open, read the details and 

then either go back or if you want to connect, click reply and type in your 
response. 

 
Host a Classmate Forum 

 Have a spare room to share? Start a new Topic using your name, the dates it is 
available, what town you are in, what you are offering, and any other details 
(non-smoking or gender for example). 

 If you coming in from out of town and want to stay with a classmate for fun or 
less expense, click it open each Topic, read the details and then either go back 
or if you want to connect, click reply and type in your response. 

 
Friday  Get Togethers or Sunday Gatherings Forums (both work the same) 

 If you want to find classmates willing to join you in an activity, start a new Topic 
more how tos 

 If there is an activity posted that you want to join, or if you have questions about 
the activity, open the Topic and reply 

 
Reunion Questions Forum 

 If you have a question you'd like either your fellow classmates or the planning 
committee to answer, start a new Topic - use a keyword in the topic title so 
Forum visitors can quickly know what your question is about 

 If you have an answer, or want to comment on someone else's question , click 
open the Topic and select Reply 

 
 

Go to to Facebook  Pick Classmate Forums (left 
navigation bar) 

See the posts on your FB timeline See the list of Forums available 

 Open a Forum to see a list of topics 
and pick a Topic (details below) 

Comment  on someone else's post Reply to someone else's post  

Make a new Post to your timeline Start a new Topic within the Forum 


